This work builds upon discoveries by the University of Pennsylvania and others pertaining to the oxidation of dry hydrocarbon fuels in high temperature solid oxide fuel cells. The work reported here was restricted primarily to dry methane and confirms that YSZ-based cells, having ceria in the anode as a catalyst and copper in the anode as a current collector, can operate on dry methane for extended periods. Thirty-three lab-scale cells of various designs were fabricated and operated under a variety of conditions. The longest-lived cell gave stable performance on dry methane at 800°C for over 305 hours. Only slight carbon deposition was noted at the completion of the test. A corresponding nickel/YSZ-based anode would have lasted for less than an hour under these test conditions (which included open circuit potential measurements) before carbon fouling essentially destroyed the cell. The best performing cell achieved 112 mW/cm 2 on dry methane at 800°C.
ABSTRACT
This work builds upon discoveries by the University of Pennsylvania and others pertaining to the oxidation of dry hydrocarbon fuels in high temperature solid oxide fuel cells. The work reported here was restricted primarily to dry methane and confirms that YSZ-based cells, having ceria in the anode as a catalyst and copper in the anode as a current collector, can operate on dry methane for extended periods. Thirty-three lab-scale cells of various designs were fabricated and operated under a variety of conditions. The longest-lived cell gave stable performance on dry methane at 800°C for over 305 hours. Only slight carbon deposition was noted at the completion of the test. A corresponding nickel/YSZ-based anode would have lasted for less than an hour under these test conditions (which included open circuit potential measurements) before carbon fouling essentially destroyed the cell. The best performing cell achieved 112 mW/cm 2 on dry methane at 800°C.
Several problems were encountered with carbon fouling and declining open circuit voltages in many of the test cells after switching from operation on hydrogen to dry methane. Although not rigorously confirmed by experimentation, the results suggested that air infiltration through less than perfect perimeter seals or pinholes in the electrolytes, or both gave rise to conditions that caused the carbon fouling and OCV decline. Small amounts of air reacting with methane in a partial oxidation reaction could produce carbon monoxide that, in turn, would deposit the carbon. If this mechanism is confirmed, it implies that near perfect hardware is required for extended operation. Some evidence was also found for the formation of electrical shorts, probably from carbon deposits bridging the electrolyte.
Work with odorized methane and with methane containing 100-ppm hydrogen sulfide confirmed that copper is stable at 800°C in dry hydrocarbon fuels in the presence of sulfur. In a number of cases, but not exclusively, the performance life on dry methane with sulfur compounds was much longer than with dry methane alone. The effect of sulfur compounds in these cases appeared to correlate with inhibition of carbon deposition. Mixed results were obtained for the effect of the sulfur compounds on power density.
Progress also was made in understanding the mechanisms involved in direct utilization of dry natural gas. Evidence was developed for three possible mechanisms for dry methane utilization in addition to the usually cited mechanism -direct oxidation of methane by oxygen anions. Further work is required at a fundamental level before the knowledge gained here can be translated into higher levels of performance. Table I : Baseline GTI Cell Fabrication Figure 1 : SEM (180X) of a Cross Section of a Fully Impregnated U-Penn Type Component Package Showing Anode Thickness Figure 2 : SEM (600X) of a Fully Impregnated U-Penn Type Component Package Showing Cathode and Cathode Interlayer Thickness 
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INTRODUCTION Background
Traditionally, high-temperature fuel processing systems, employ steam-to-carbon ratios of >3:1 in order to prevent carbon deposition when operating on hydrocarbon fuels. SOFC systems may provide this steam by recycling the anode outlet gas. For example, some tubular SOFC systems recycle spent fuel -containing steam, CO 2 and residual H 2 -to a prereformer. Indirect internal reforming completes the processing of the pre-reformed fuel before it enters the fuel compartment. This recycle of anode exhaust provides sufficient steam to prevent carbon formation; externally supplied steam is only needed for start up. The supply and treatment issues associated with an external water source are avoided, although the fuel is also diluted -decreasing the available Nernst potential somewhat.
Water management may differ for other reforming approaches. If the fuel is not pre-reformed and/or the anode outlet is not recycled, the tendency for carbon deposition may increase because of decreased H 2 content, increased higher hydrocarbon content, and decreased oxygen activity at the anode inlet. In these cases, co-feeding external steam and fuel may be necessary.
To simplify water management and to avoid sintering associated with high steam levels in the anode, the research community is seeking to reduce steam-to-carbon ratios (Singhal and Kendall, 2003) . These efforts focus on reducing steam-to-carbon ratios to their thermodynamic limit (~1.5-2.0 for methane reforming).
This project focused on an extension of this approach, which the research community is also investigating -the possibility of operating with little or no steam present. Under these conditions, which can occur at start-up or at low fuel utilizations -direct utilization of the dry hydrocarbon fuel would occur. Such systems would conceivably:
Not require a pre-reformer normally needed to convert higher hydrocarbons to methane and provide sufficient H 2 to prevent overcooling at the anode inlet Avoid the need for anode recycle Operate on as-received hydrocarbon fuels, if the anodes were also sulfur toleranteliminating the need for fuel processing and contaminant removal upstream of the stack.
Thermodynamics strongly allows carbon deposition by dry hydrocarbon fuels at SOFC operating temperatures. Only kinetic approaches are available to inhibit carbon deposition.
The research community has pursued three types of anodes for directly utilizing dry hydrocarbon fuel.
Conductive Ceramic Anodes
Various groups are using electrically conductive ceramic anodes to operate on dry hydrocarbon fuels (Singhal and Kendall, 2003) . The materials investigated include substituted LaCrO 3 , SrTiO 3 , LaMnO 3 , and CeO 2 . Thick (2mm) electrolyte-supported, button cells involving these materials have produced maximum power densities of up to ~0.2 W/cm 2 with minimal cokingat 900C on humidified CH 4 at low gas utilizations (Tao and Irvine, 2004) .
The technical challenges for this continuing research area include:
Gas Technology Institute, 4/5/2004, DE-PS26-02NT40865-1.1 U-Utah and MSRI had developed a high power density, nickel-cermet anode employing an active inter-layer for operation on H 2 and reformate -that was, however, not sulfur tolerant and required high steam levels to avoid carbon.
GTI had developed intellectual property on sulfur-tolerant, copper anodes for carbonate fuel cells.
Original Plan
The proposal outlined several approaches for increasing the power-density of Cu-based anodes when utilizing as-received hydrocarbon fuels (i.e., near dry and containing sulfur). The goal was to develop an anode that would tolerate sulfur and perform better electrochemically on essentially dry hydrocarbon fuels without forming carbon.
To improve catalytic activity and power density, GTI proposed to introduce a thin, active interlayer between a thick, anode support and a thin electrolyte. This interlayer contained micron and/or nano-crystalline Cu/Ni, Cu/NiAl, NiAl and other compositions distributed uniformly or in selected regions. Although the more catalytic constituents, e.g., Ni, form carbon and do not tolerate sulfur, these negative effects were diminished because (1) the constituents were only present in a thin interlayer, (2) under load, the relatively high inter-layer oxygen activity might reverse sulfur or carbon poisoning, and (3) the active constituents could be mixed with other less vulnerable constituents. Cu/ceria/YSZ compositions provided for sulfur tolerance and a low steam-to-carbon ratio in the support portion of the anode.
The melting points of Cu, Cu 2 O, and CuO are 1083 o C, 1235 o C, and 1326 o C, respectively. Sintering YSZ normally requires temperatures >1400 o C. A co-sintering process would therefore melt any Cu present. U-Penn had previously avoided Cu melting by pre-sintering a porous/dense YSZ bi-layer tape and then impregnating the porous layer with ceria and copper salts to form the anode. However, this dual tape-casting method did not easily provide for the very thin, high three-phase boundary length, interlayer region that is critical for increasing power density or for the very thin electrolyte needed to reduce ohmic loss at 700 -800 o C.
GTI proposed new methods to avoid Cu melting. Each involved:
Fabricating a thin, (~20µ each) inter-layer and electrolyte sequentially on an anode support. In some cases, bisquing was used to remove binder, provide green strength, and matched shrinkage profiles.
Spray coating the thin layers to minimize binder and stresses due to thermal expansion mismatch
Applying a cathode and sintering either before impregnation of Cu x O or so as to avoid Cu x O melting
Reducing Cu x O in-cell prior to testing.
Method 1: Wet-Impregnated, Tape Cast Support
The proposed method involved initially tape casting a thick YSZ anode support with pore formers. µm -size powders were to be used to minimize binder content and shrinkage. The support would then be bisqued at ~1000 o C and spray coated to form an interlayer consisting of premixed, combinations of selected powders. The inter-layer particle size was to be varied from µm-to nm-crystalline to optimize structure. A µm particle-size electrolyte would then be sprayed onto the anode interlayer and the porous, YSZ, anode support/anode interlayer/YSZ electrolyte would be sintered at 1400-1550 o C. Applying the cathode and sintering it at 1250 o C and conducting multiple impregnations and calcinations of the anode with Cu/Ce nitrates would complete fabrication.
Method 2: Dye-Pressed Support Structure
This method involved dry powder pressing an anode support from µm-or nm-crystalline combinations of Cu x O and CeO 2 powders and nm-crystalline YSZ powders mixed with pore formers such as graphite flake. Dry pressing would reduce the binder in nm-crystalline samples and avoid the need for anode impregnation. The anode support would then be bisqued and spray coated with nm-crystalline material to form an active inter-layer, consisting of premixed, combinations of selected powders. Spray coating a nm-crystalline YSZ electrolyte onto the inter-layer, applying a nm-crystalline cathode, and sintering the complete cell below the Cu x O melting point would complete fabrication.
Method 3: Tape-Cast Support Structure Using Cermet Powders
This method involved tape casting a complete, porous, anode support from µm-sized Cu x O/YSZ cermet and ceria powders or µm -sized Cu x O/YSZ/ceria cermet powders, each mixed with graphite flake and other pore formers. Despite sintering above the melting point of Cu x O, the cermet powder might retain Cu x O. The active interlayer and electrolyte would be applied similar to the previous methods and the resulting structure would be sintered at 1400-1550 o C. Applying and sintering the cathode at 1250 o C would complete fabrication.
Plan Modification
The project was not able to focus much on the fabrication of anode interlayer cells for the reasons cited below. The findings that were obtained may, nevertheless, be useful for future research. Project changes included:
The basic mechanism of direct utilization was not well understood. Some evidence suggested that oxygen anions in the ceria directly oxidized dry hydrocarbon fuel. However, water vapor produced during the electrochemical reaction also could reform the hydrocarbon. Trace amounts of O 2 or water vapor leaking through the seals, or electrolyte pinholes, or present as contamination of the fuel could convert the hydrocarbon. Since the mechanism could affect interpretation of the results, GTI evaluated the reaction pathway.
The initially proposed fabrication methods proved to be difficult to implement. However, GTI developed closely related methods as discussed in the Experimental section.
Fabrication of initial baseline ~3-cm 2 cells that did not contain the active inter-layer presented a number of issues. These included: Some or all of these problems may have contributed to carbon formation and compromised cell performance. To resolve the cell fabrication, testing, and carbon deposition issues, GTI set up a task to interact with U-Penn.
In addition to "standard" thin electrolyte cells having an electrolyte thickness of ~13 µm and anode thickness of ~600 µm, cells with electrolyte thickness of ~60 -100 µm and anode thickness of ~200-400 µm were fabricated to eliminate the possibility that imperfections were shorting or otherwise compromising the cell.
The cell and test stand issues caused the project to focus on H 2 , methane, and natural gas fuels. Higher hydrocarbon fuels were not studied. However, the focus on CH 4 and natural gas complemented the literature emphasis on higher hydrocarbons.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY Objective
The University of Pennsylvania (U-Penn) has previously reported dry hydrocarbon oxidation without carbon fouling up to 800°C on porous YSZ anodes impregnated with copper (Cu) and ceria. The cells also exhibited an improved level of sulfur tolerance. The purpose of the GTI project was to develop these systems further to increase power density and operating lifetime. The approach was to introduce a catalytic interlayer (e.g. Ni/YSZ) between Cu/ceria/YSZ anode support and the electrolyte. During this project, Northwestern University (NWU) operated anode-supported Ni/YSZ cells on methane and natural gas in the presence of only 3% water vapor at 600 to 800°C. The NWU cells could operate at high power density but experienced carbon fouling at open circuit.
Cell Selection
U-Penn used 0.33-cm 2 cells cemented to the end of a ceramic tube. Gold (Au) wire current collectors were glued to the anode using an Au paste. Platinum (Pt) or silver (Ag) wire current collectors were glued to the cathode using Pt or Ag paste. This arrangement provides good electrical contact in small cells, but is not conducive to scale up. GTI used a lab-scale cell design that has been proven to predict the performance in large fuel cells. The GTI design used a fine mesh Cu screen backed by a perforated Cu plate as a current collector on the anode side and a fine-mesh Ag screen and perforated Ag plate as a current collector on the cathode side. No paste or ink was used to bond the current collector to the electrode. The GTI cells have a relationship between interfacial resistance and holding force similar to that found in most fuel cell stacks.
The GTI design sandwiched the cell between ceramic tubes using compliant seals. The edges of the porous anode were not sealed and fuel gas could diffuse out of the cell. Cathode-side seals between the ceramic tube and the dense electrolyte prevented air from diffusing outside of the cell. A flat-ring mica gasket was used as a compliant seal. Thin layers of tape cast talc were placed between the mica gasket and the ceramic tube and between the mica and the fuel cell. The talc filled in surface imperfections to make an excellent seal that, because of the soft nature of the talc, can thermal cycle without stressing the cell. However, it cannot provide the excellent gas-tight seal of dense cement. During the latter half of the project, a zirconia cement was used on the cathode side to prevent fuel from diffusing into the cathode. This cement hardened during heat up so that GTI cells using cement seals were not able to thermal cycle without cracking.
Principal Findings
Thirty-three lab-scale cells were fabricated and operated under a variety of conditions. Fuels included dry H 2 , humidified H 2 , dry CH 4 , humidified CH 4 , N 2 -diluted CH 4 , CH 4 with sulfur compounds, N 2 and CH 4 with sulfur compounds, and as-received dry natural gas. The principal findings were:
Baseline performance data at 700 and 800C suggested that carbon deposition varies strongly with factors as electrolyte integrity, seal integrity, the effect of sulfur compounds, temperature, anode structure, and hardware design.
Carbon fouling plagued some tests, although not in a consistent manner. Carbon fouling is defined here as the buildup of carbon so as to disrupt the physical structure of the cell.
Some cells operated for several hundred hours on dry methane fuel at 800°C without fouling. Others died in less than twenty-four hours.
The results suggest that the infiltration of oxidant (air) and/or water vapor through the seals or the electrolyte caused partial oxidation or reforming of CH 4 in the interior of the anode, producing carbon monoxide that then deposited carbon in the anode. The more air infiltration, the shorter the time-to-failure. In general, thicker-electrolyte cells appeared to exhibit higher OCVs than thin-electrolyte cells and had longer time-to-failure.
The addition of sulfur compounds to dry CH 4 appeared to inhibit carbon deposition and extend cell life. Tests conducted with CH 4 odorized with a combination of organic sulfur species and carbonyl sulfide up to 75 ppm total sulfur indicated complete sulfur tolerance. In all experiments, no change in performance was observed. However, when CH 4 containing 100 ppm H 2 S was used, the performance decayed in some tests, but not others.
OCV declines with time often observed after switching fuel from H 2 to dry CH 4 may be due to the formation of carbon bridges across the electrolyte that short the cell or to other effects of carbon deposition such as increased air infiltration through compromised seals. The OCV decline is accompanied by electrochemical performance decline under load.
Although little work was performed because of the carbon deposition issue, the project showed that the originally proposed Ni interlayer cells could be fabricated and produced power densities, cell life, and sulfur tolerance comparable to cells not containing an interlayer.
Mechanisms were identified based on internal reforming, partial oxidation, and reduction of ceria in the anode as alternative routes for direct utilization of CH 4 . The mechanism involving ceria reduction leads to an interpretation of how and where carbon deposits in comparison with previous explanations involving only gas phase cracking. The mechanism also shows how carbon deposition may be self-limiting at 700-750C.
General Conclusions
As a consequence of using sintered porous YSZ as the main structural support, the cells tend to be fragile. The standard approaches to increasing performance that was used in this project (increasing anode porosity, decreasing anode thickness, decreasing electrolyte thickness and adding an anode/electrolyte interlayer) work against component structural integrity. While the program confirmed that Cu-ceria impregnated cells are active for directly utilizing dry CH 4 , the best performance achieved was below that needed for commercialization. Sulfur tolerance was confirmed at levels well above those generally found in odorized natural gas.
The results of this project enhance, rather than diminish, the promise of these cells. The elimination of virtually all fuel processing hardware from the fuel cell system might offset the increased costs of a lower output from the fuel cell stack. However, these cells clearly have unique challenges with respect to materials selection and component fabrication that need to be addressed by additional research.
EXPERIMENTAL Cell Fabrication
U-Penn Method
The U-Penn anode uses a porous YSZ skeleton, impregnated with Cu and Ce oxide, as the supporting structure (Gorte, et. al., 2000) . A thin YSZ tape is cast will become the ~25 -80-µm thick electrolyte layer when sintered. After drying, a layer of YSZ mixed with pore former is cast on top of the first tape. This second layer is also dried in air. The two-layer tape is air sintered at ~1550°C. During firing, the pore former in the second tape burns off, leaving a porous structure, while the YSZ in the first tape forms a dense electrolyte layer that bonds tightly to the porous layer. U-Penn (Gorte, et. al., 2000) and Corbin and Apté (1999) have suggested that the relative shrinkage of porous and dense layers do not change during sintering, allowing co-sintering without warping or cracking.
After sintering, LSM + YSZ is applied to the electrolyte and sintered at ~1200°C. The threelayer structure is flipped, turning up the porous YSZ layer. The porous layer is impregnated with aqueous Ce (IV) nitrate and dried. The structure is then heated to several hundred degrees to decompose the nitrate leaving behind CeO 2 in the pores. The impregnation is repeated until the weight of CeO 2 is 10%. The porous structure is then impregnated with an aqueous Cu (II) nitrate and again heated to drive off the water and decompose the nitrate. This step is repeated until the loading of Cu (II) oxide is 20 wt %. When the cell is assembled in a clamping fixture and fuel gases passed over the porous anode, the copper (II) oxide in the pores will reduce to Cu and act as the current collector.
Baseline GTI-Fabricated Cell
Table I summarizes a baseline procedure -similar to that of U-Penn -used to fabricate most of the GTI cells. Main fabrication method. Porous anode support tape was cast over electrolyte tape. Used for both "thin" and "thick" electrolyte cells. Replaced proposed spray-coating methods for which substrate pore size was too high. Tape casting was entirely water based. Methocel K35-LV was used as a binder.
30 wt% 43-µm graphite flake pore formers were used for most of the anodes. This increased both geometric porosity and median pore size to ~55% and ~1.4 µm, respectively, as measured by Hg intrusion porosimetry. A combination of graphite powder and PMMA was used later to increase these values further. Pore formers were not used in the cathode.
Samples were sintered between two refractory-fiber boards, Zircar ZAL-15 to creep flatten, and slowly heated first to 550 o C, then 1550 o C.
The cells always had LSM/8YSZ cathode inter-layers and usually had an additional LSM layer. In thin-anode cells (see below)
, the cathode was extended to the cell edge to prevent cracking from uneven heat dissipation. GTI observed little difference between cells that were impregnated sequentially with Ce nitrate and then with Cu nitrate and cells that were impregnated simultaneously. Simultaneous impregnation allowed faster cell production. Target amounts were 10 wt% CeO 2 and 20 wt% Cu in the reduced, sintered anode. Five iterations of impregnation/calcining with Ce nitrate/Cu nitrate produced 100 wt% of the target amounts. Increasing the porosity decreased the iterations necessary to reach target fill levels.
To provide stronger and more durable cells, along with a thicker, more intact electrolyte, the anode-electrolyte tape thickness was doubled to reach the values given in Table V .
Figures 1 and 2
show SEM micrographs of an impregnated cell. The electrolyte was not uniform in thickness, but did not appear to have any through pores (pinholes) or other discontinuities.
EDX analysis indicated that Cu and Ce formed uniformly throughout the thickness of the anode. 
Summary of Other Fabrication Procedures
Table II summarizes other fabrication procedures pursued: Similar to dual tape casting. Anode interlayer and support were cast over the electrolyte. Only water-based fabrication.
Sintered components were flat and intact; however, some migration of NiO occurred. The electrolyte was smooth and shiny with no flaws on microscopic examination. A null electronic conductivity measurement across a tri-layer -reduced out-of-cell at 700 o C -indicated that NiO migration had not affected electrolyte integrity.
Sintering multiple samples between two Al 2 O 3 fiber tiles originally produced an uneven sample quality. Outer furnace samples had blue Ni aluminide circles on tiles and a bleached appearance due to Ni exiting the sample prior to the electrolyte sintering. Center samples were normal with shiny green tops and matte white bottoms. Problem was resolved by sintering only the inner furnace samples.
After initial calcinations of Cu/Ce salts, components cracked through the center of the electrolyte and cathode, and the Cu/Ce solution leaked into the cathode. Problem was due to strain from cathode sintering when the cathode is smaller than the anode/electrolyte. Increasing the cathode area and lowering the sintering temperature from 1250 to 1230 o C resolved the problem. This probably increased the cathode porosity slightly.
Same as method 1 except that cathode was impregnated with Ce and Gd nitrate salts
Cathode impregnation loadings are given in Table III below.
The tri-layer anodes were impregnated with Cu and Ce salts after cathode impregnation.
Same as method 1 except that
Ag replaced Cu.
The solution was initially too concentrated. After only one impregnation/ sintering iteration, Ag deposited on both sides of the cell.
A more dilute solution of Ag and Ce nitrate could be used.
5.
Uni-axially press a mixed nanopowder zirconia with Cu x O and ceria plus graphite pore former in a steel die to produce a 1" diameter anode.
Bisquing to 1000 o C led to a black, relatively flat and strong compact. Analysis suggested that a Cu x O cermet formed.
The copper color appeared to be uniform in the reduced sample.
Attempts to spray coat this compact with nano-powder zirconia were not successful.
Varied sintering temperature of the impregnated, sprayed bi-layer from 1150C to 1250 C and the sintering time from 4-8 hours to improve bilayer quality. Compacts were either partially non-conductive due to Cu depletion or mechanically weak due to incomplete sintering.
Tape-cast and bisque Cu x O/CeO 2 /YSZ anode followed by spray coating of the electrolyte.
Used standard YSZ particle size for the anode.
Sprayed layer was uneven and discontinuous, although further work might improve the quality. Spraying with nano-particle YSZ produced less Cu x O leakage than spraying with µm-size YSZ. 
LSM layer over the cathode inter-layer omitted to preserve cell integrity.
Bench-Scale, 3" x 4", Rectangular, Tape-Cast Cell Types
2.85-cm 2 Active Area, Die-Pressed, Cell Types
Tests Based on GTI -University of Pennsylvania Interaction
Table VII describes tests to minimize carbon formation and improve the reproducibility of the results, based on discussions with U-Penn. 
Tests Comments
Application of Au ink and screen to anode and Pt ink and screen to cathode.
Attempted to reduce contact resistance. Used on standard cells.
Pt was sintered at 950 o C and Au was sintered at 850 o C to set the inks.
This procedure significant improved OCV (see cells 03-26 and 03-30 in the results and discussion section.
Fabrication and testing procedures at U-Penn, (9/15-19/2003).
Obtained V-I curves and AC impedance plots for a U-Penn cell.
Obtained SEM micrographs for a typical U-Penn cell showing the bimodal porosity with very large pores (~90 µm) in the anode.
Obtained OCV and performance data for a good U-Penn cell.
Hg intrusion porosimetry comparison of U-Penn and GTI anodes.
GTI anode: single-mode pore distribution; 55.1% porosity; and 1.4-µm, median pore size.
U-Penn anode: bi-modal pore distribution; 73.5% porosity; and 8.3-µm, median pore size.
U-Penn cell and hardware in a GTI test stand adapted for U-Penn cell area.
A 0.33-cm 2 active-area cell brought back from U-Penn was cemented to hardware following U-Penn procedures. In the cell test, a thin, Ag wire lead lost contact with an Ag wire cathode current-collecting loop after 1-3 days.
In tests with a thicker Ag wire lead, the Ag wire lead did not break, but the thin Ag wire loop attached to the cathode with Ag ink broke in <150 hours. A U-Penn test of a "standard cell showed no more carbon deposition than typically seen with U-Penn cells.
GTI cells cut to U-Penn
U-Penn suggested that GTI use thicker electrolytes, as the performance advantage of thin electrolytes is minimal and the samples have little durability and strength.
Cathode was 1 inter-layer and 2 LSM layers with drying between each layer.
A ¾" diameter cathode was applied to the standard bi-layers, and a cathode notquite-to-the-edge was applied to the thick electrolyte/thin anode.
GTI-prepared, green, bi-layers sent to U-Penn for U-Penn to prepare cells and evaluate.
2 bi-layers of "standard" and "thick electrolyte/ thin anode" tapes each were sent to U-Penn.
Metallic impurities in the alumina cell hardware that might catalyze carbon formation.
Coors AD-998 extruded alumina tubing material analysis: Al 2 O 3 = 99.80%; SiO 2 = 0.08%; CaO = 0.05%; MgO = 0.05%; FeO 2 = 0.02%; Na 2 O = 0.02%.
Coors Ceramic Company indicated that impurity levels were too low to catalyze carbon formation.
GTI cells made with U-
Penn style tape and YSZ support, but GTI areas, processing and testing.
Implementation of the U-Penn high porosity tape was still under investigation at the end of the project.
Fabrication of both U-Penn and GTI area cells was planned.
YSZ tapes with a U-Penn formulation (2 pore formers -graphite powder and PMMA) were cast. The anode/electrolyte bi-layer was dual tape cast in the normal manner and then a YSZ support tape was added to the anode side of the bi-layer by slurry coating.
The bi-layer dried flat, smooth, and free of flaws and cracks. However, surfaces had occasional smooth, round depressions, or divots, from electrolyte sinking into large pores in the anode. The optical microscope showed no cracks or discontinuities in the electrolyte, even around the divots.
Bi-layers, sintered without a cover tile, warped with the outside edges turning under toward the anode. Bi-layers sintered with a cover tile and at a lower heating rate to organic burnout temperature were smooth and flat, but divots still formed. This procedure increased porosity to ~70%. Average thickness was only 370 µm. The final cells warped, but did not break after cathode application for both procedures. SEM/EDX of the cathode showed that the LSM had penetrated through the electrolyte, leaving a light brown stain through to the anode.
Analysis of the PMMA and graphite pore formers and cathode interlayer powder (50 wt% LSM, 50 wt% YSZ) did not reveal any contaminants.
Test Procedures
The cathode side of the electrolyte was cemented to a large alumina tube using high temperature cement so that the cathode is neatly enclosed within the tube The layer of cement was thin to prevent extrusion onto the catho and interfere with cathode/scre contact.
. de en llic shell furnace.
After drying over night, the anode tube/collar hardware was fitted into the test stand. The cell/cathode tube assembly was placed into the anode hardware with a talc-mica-talc gasket set between the anode tube and the anode, making sure all of the tubes are aligned in parallel for good gas sealing. The rest of the ceramic hardware and meta screens/current collectors were added. The cell/hardware was enclosed with a small clam Starting gas flows were H 2 at 100 cc/min and air at 100 cc/min. Both gases flowed through water-bubbler humidifiers. During heat-up, the humidifiers were at room temperature, providing 3% water to the gases.
The cells were heated to 700 o C in 24 hours (0.5 o C/minute). If desired, the same heating rate continued to 800 o C. Current/voltage polarization runs were typically obtained daily once the cell reached operating conditions. Figure 3 describes the test stand used for the 2.85 cm 2 -area cell tests. No edge seals were used during the tests. Various gasket seals were used. These will be listed in the Results and Discussion section. The test stations listed correspond to three levels of humidification. All tests with H 2 included 3% water vapor to stabilize the OCV. Tests conducted in stand 4 included the ability to use completely dry hydrocarbon fuels.
Test Stand
Various seal materials were investigated. As of the end of the project, a fully satisfactory seal was not identified. Cement seals performed well but did not survive thermal cycling. The talcmica-talc seals could be thermally cycled but no cell using these seals reached theoretical OCV, indicating some leakage. Edge seals were not employed.
Fuels included dry H 2 , humidified H 2 , dry CH 4 , humidified CH 4 , N 2 -diluted CH 4 , CH 4 with sulfur compounds, N 2 and CH 4 with sulfur compounds, and as-received dry natural gas.
All of the tests used 1" diameter anode/electrolyte bilayers on to which a 0.75" diameter cathode was painted. Therefore, the anode had an area of 5 cm 2 of which only ~2.85 cm 2 was directly exposed to fuel. All 2.85 cm 2 of the cathode was exposed to oxidant. One bench-scale cell was tested which had a 3" x 4" active area.
Tests were conducted for reasons relating to varying the test stand configuration, evaluating different fuels, using different cell materials and fabrication procedures, operating under different conditions, and measuring cell performance differently. Table IX provides the operating lifetime and degradation effects in the cell tests. The table indicates: (1) the cell sometimes broke during testing; (2) extensive carbon often formed; (3) less frequently, copper segregation occurred, (4) conditions (e.g., power outage, thermal cycle) often changed during testing. These effects complicated, but did not prevent, interpretation of cell performance data.
Table X provides the electrochemical performance of the cells in terms of the maximum power density produced from steady state operation, the maximum power density produced during polarization runs, the change in OCV with time, and the change in steady-state performance over time. In the "Performance Change Over Time" column, the numbers refer to voltage (in mV) change under constant load except when "current" is included. In the "current" cases, the readings refer to current (in mA) at a constant 0.5V. In most cases, the polarization data are comparable to or somewhat higher than the operating data because the operating data is not always occurring at the maximum power point.
Electrochemical Performance
The variability in the results is indicative of the complicating factors cited above. The overall power densities on H 2 fuel did not exceed 115mW/cm 2 . The power densities obtained with dry CH 4 and natural gas were generally ~50% or more lower than those obtained with H 2 . However, a few cells (03-03, 03-08, 03-22, 03-27) produced power densities on CH 4 that were similar to, or higher than, those obtained with H 2 . Addition of the Ni/YSZ interlayer resulted in cells (03-13, 03-20, and 03-21) with power densities up to 93 mW/cm 2 on H 2 and 36 mW/cm 2 on dry CH 4 . Dry CH 4 0.5 0.434 76.1 n/a n/a n/a n/a 434 to 70 current no 03-04 Dry CH 4 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 792 to 728 n/a no H 2 /3% H 2 O 0.5 0.641 112.5 n/a n/a n/a n/a 641 to 621 current no 03-08 Dry CH 4 0.5 0.64 112.3 n/a n/a n/a n/a 640 to 78 current A post-test resistance measurement across the cell for cell 03-04 as well as an earlier cell, produced low resistances in the range of 500 -978 Ω, while a cell operated only on H 2 had a resistance if ~800,000 Ω. This is consistent with electrical shorts developed across the cell due to carbon deposits. The OCV would be expected to decline as these shorts grew over time.
Flow tests and analysis conducted after the project ended also supported the possibility that pinholes or shorts were contributing to the OCV decline. The OCV declined as the fuel and oxidant flow rate declined because a short was consuming more fuel or fuel dilution from leaking pinholes increased.
The electrical performance of the cells declined as the OCV declined on CH 4 . Whereas cells operating on H 2 were operated for >1000 hours, cells operating on CH 4 only operated up to ~70 hours and resulted in poor "end of life" electrochemical performance.
Carbon Formation and the Effect of Sulfur Compound Addition
Some carbon deposition was observed on all tests conducted with methane fuels. In some tests, extensive carbon deposits physically disrupted the cell. Carbon can form either by CH 4 cracking or CO disproportionation (the Boudouard Reaction).
CH 4 → C + 2 H 2 2 CO → C + CO 2 CO can form by the reformation or partial oxidation of CH 4 either on the anode or by a gas phase reaction between water vapor or air infiltrating through the perimeter seals or the electrolyte.
Many factors may have contributed -alone or in combination -to form carbon. Investigation of these factors was continuing at the end of the project. They include:
Poor seal integrity and resulting ingress of O 2 or water vapor into the anode. The experimental section showed that the GTI test stand is a tube-against-tube arrangement, with the tubes separated by the gasket seals and cell. This arrangement differs from small cell test arrangements often cited in the literature for testing dry hydrocarbons. These arrangements typically seal the cell to a single tube on the anode side and omit a tube for controlling airflow on the cathode side. Alignment and contact issues with the tubeagainst-tube arrangement may have contributed to seal leakage and increased the tendency for carbon deposition. In support of this, a significant number of cells were unable to reach theoretical OCV on H 2 /air. Also, more carbon deposition was observed in the seal areas as well as in the anode.
Poor electrolyte integrity causing cross over from the cathode. This could have been a consequence of the very thin electrolytes used to increase power density. Pinholes through the electrolyte could serve as a location for carbon deposition and shorting.
Gas-phase C deposition. This is known in the literature, and might have been enhanced in our tests due to seal and/or electrolyte leaks.
Trace contaminants in the cell or test fixture. It was suggested that the alumina tubing used to supply gas to the anode may itself catalyze carbon deposition. There was some evidence of carbon deposition on the alumina upstream and downstream of the cell.
Temperature. Carbon deposition might have been increased if the temperatures in GTI cells were higher than those in the literature. No evidence for this option is available.
Tests on standard cells 03-08 and 03-09 compared carbon formation using dry CH 4 and dry CH 4 containing sulfur compounds, respectively.
The cells were heated to 700°C and operated for a few days on H 2 /3% water vapor. The OCV was monitored to estimate seal and electrolyte integrity. A cell with perfect seals and a pinholefree electrolyte should have an OCV of 1100 mV under these conditions. Since the anode is porous all the way to its outer edges, the seal is not perfect. The cells were then switched to dry CH 4 or dry CH 4 with sulfur compounds added, respectively. 
Hours of Operation on Methane Cell Current in mA
mA 03-09, standard mA 03-08, standard Cell SOFC-03-08 had an OCV of 1047 mV and a maximum power density of 45.6 W/cm 2 on H 2 /air and at 700°C and a power density was 112.5 W/cm 2 at 800C -the second highest value obtained. The power density lost about half its value on switching to CH 4 , but then regained all of the lost power density after 15 hours. The cell then decayed rapidly. Upon disassembly, heavy carbon had formed at the anode/current collector interface sufficient to warp the copper current collector and disrupt and crack the cell.
The literature has indicated that behavior similar to that of cell 03-08 is indicative of carbon formation causing an initial improvement in anode conductivity followed by pore blocking that limits gas transport (McIntosh, et. al.) .
Cell SOFC-03-09 exhibited an open circuit voltage of 1048 mV on H 2 /air at 700°C, but a much lower power density of ~46 mW/cm 2 at 800C. Current interrupt measurement indicated that the cell had a high internal resistance of 3.2 Ω. Increasing the holding force on the cathode current collector decreased resistance and increased performance slightly. The test was continued despite the high contact resistance. Post-test analysis showed that the cathode current collector was deformed slightly and was not making good contact.
Operation on dry CH 4 containing 25 ppm carbonyl sulfide and 50 ppm tetrahydrothiophene with a cell voltage was maintained at 500 mV using a constant load device, reduced the power density to 20 mW/cm 2 initially and then to 11 mW/cm 2 . However, then the cell operated stably for the final seven days. Upon disassembling the cell, no large carbon deposit was observed although minor amounts of carbon had deposited on the ceramic hardware and on the anode hardware. The small inner ceramic tube (right side) from Cell 03-09 was located inside the larger ceramic tube and used to hold the copper current collector against the anode. CH 4 was admitted through the interior of the larger tube and exited around the outside. The carbon deposited on the small inner tube adhered strongly to the tube and also was electrically conductive. Alligator clips positioned 1-cm apart on the blackened portion of the small ceramic tube indicated an electrical resistance of about 800 Ω. Both the adherence and the electrical conductivity indicated that the deposit was graphitic and not due to a gas phase reaction. Its position on the inner tube, upstream of the cell, is consistent with methane cracking since no carbon monoxide should be present in the gas flow at this point. The outside of the larger tube contains a similar deposit that is also strongly adherent and electrically conductive.
Cell 03-08, on the other hand, was completely disrupted by free-carbon deposits. The physical nature of this carbon was consistent with soot formation suggesting the Boudouard reaction as a source. The carbon appeared to have formed at the anode/current collector interface pushing the current collector away from the cell with enough force to crack the cell around the perimeter seals, allowing crossover of air and fuel through the cracks.
Approximately four grams of carbon were recovered from Cell 03-08. The total current flowing through Cell 03-08, while on methane, was 28.8 amp-hours or about 104,000 Coulombsenough to form about one gram of carbon via the combination of the electrochemical oxidation of methane and the Boudouard Reaction.
The additional three grams of carbon could have formed from methane partial oxidation via direct reaction of the fuel and oxidant after the cell integrity was compromised.
Cell SOFC-03-09 began life with a higher internal resistance due to poor contact between the cathode and its current collector. A small initial increase in performance may be due to carbon depositing. However, the contact resistance and the little amount of carbon formed may have limited performance improvement.
Little carbon may have formed in cell 03-09 because of the carbon inhibition by carbonyl sulfide and tetrahydrothiophene or possibly a current density effect. Sulfur inhibition may be the most likely effect. It is well known that the presence of sulfur inhibits the Boudouard Reaction in steam reforming of hydrocarbons thus permitting a lower steam to hydrocarbon ratio. Additional work is required to understand what conditions favor carbon deposition and what conditions inhibit it.
Significant life extension appears possible at 800C for cells operating on dry methane contaminated with 75 ppm sulfur. Cell 03-020 also operated stably at 800C for two cycles of ~200 hours on dry methane and 100 ppm H 2 S followed by ~100 hours on H 2 . Cell deteriorated during third such cycle, possibly due to gradual affect of inadequate sealing. Carbon formation was minimal. Thus two standard cells with added sulfur operated much longer than cells operated with dry CH 4 alone at 800C (~70 hrs).
Effect of Sulfur on Power Density
Cells 02-24, 03-09, 03-20, 03-21, and 03-22 involved methane fuels that contained sulfur compounds. Typically ~75-100 ppm of sulfur compounds were added to the fuel. In cells 03-20 and 03-22, carbon deposition from initial operation on CH4 alone could have influenced the power density obtained after the addition of sulfur.
The test results varied with respect to the effect of sulfur. For example, the power densities of cell 03-20 were similar on CH 4 and CH 4 with 100 ppm of H 2 S, whereas cell 03-22 lost 75% of its power when H 2 S was added. Work beyond the scope of this project will be needed to determine the effect of sulfur on power density.
Bench-Scale Cell
DHOX-1 was the first test to use the larger-area cell in a GTI-designed test stand. The cell contained: 35 cm 2 planar active area, mica/glass tape seal gaskets, and nickel and silver screen current collectors.
Operation: The cell was heated in 24 hours using 200 sccm of H 2 and 793 sccm air (oxidant). These flows correspond to 53 % fuel and 32 % oxidant utilizations at 1 atm and a current density of 400 mA/cm 2 . Fuel and oxidant were humidified at room temperature. The cell improved for ~l20 hours due to a decrease in contact resistance, IR (from 18-14 mohms) and polarization and thereafter was stable. Initially, the cell exhibited anode and cathode sealing efficiencies of 84% and 95%, respectively, with a N 2 cross-over of 6% and an OCV of 1052mV (49 mV lower than the theoretical value at 800 o C). Both OCV, anode and cathode seal efficiencies decreased with time due to an increase in N 2 (6-9%) and H 2 crossover. From the GC analyses of the fuel and oxidant outlet streams and condensate (anode and cathode) collection rate data under OCV conditions, the fuel crossover into the cathode was estimated to be ~21%. Based on this analysis and compensating for the fuel cross-over, the adjusted anode sealing efficiency was determined to be 94% suggesting that mica/glass combination provides good sealing in SOFC testing.
The cell reached a maximum power density of 62 mW/cm 2 at 114mA/cm 2 (543 mV) and H 2 and air utilizations of 15 and 9 %, respectively. This performance resembled that obtained in 3-cm 2 cell tests under similar conditions. The low performance is attributed to the low apparent anode sealing efficiency (84-76%), high fuel and oxidant gas crossover and contact resistance. Dry methane oxidation was not investigated due to the high cross over rates.
Post-test examination:
No cracking was observed after the anode flange was removed. However, the seal area was covered with mica, so any micro-cracks or hairline cracks would not have been seen. The cathode and cathode screen were extremely well bonded to each other and to the cathode flange, so that removing it destroyed the component package. XRD showed that the anode surface contained only copper and cerium oxide, despite the various colors observed.
Thin-Electrolyte ("Standard") Cells at 700 o C
Tables XI -XIII summarize the tests performed on standard, thin-electrolyte cells at 700C in a manner similar to the tables VIII -X for tests on standard cells at 800C. 700C operation was expected to reduce carbon deposition at the cost of reduced power density.
Electrochemical Performance and Carbon Formation
Power densities at 700C were significantly lower than those obtained at 800C. The overall power densities on H 2 fuel did not exceed 40mW/cm 2 . The power densities obtained with carbon fuels -CH 4 , odorized natural gas, and simulated reformate -did not exceed 15 mW/cm 2 .
Only two Ni/YSZ interlayer cells (03-13 and 03-15) were tested at 700C. One failed within a day; the other cell produced 39.5 mW/cm 2 . As with the 800C results, a number of non-interlayer cells closely approached this output. The benefit of an inter-layer may only take effect in cells with more optimized microstructures. Dry CH 4 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 614 to 576 n/a no H 2 /3% H 2 O 0.659 0.15 34.7 0.501 0.21 36.9 1054 to 1053 659 to 645 no 03-06 Dry CH 4 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 907 to 819 n/a no H 2 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 509 to 564 to 556 n/a no At 700C, the OCV values were relatively stable on H 2 . However, the OCVs again usually declined after the cell was switched to hydrocarbon fuel and the OCV decline appeared to correlate with carbon deposition. Declining OCV with time and carbon deposition were less severe at 700 o C than at 800 o C, allowing operation for longer periods on dry methane fuel. The electrical performance of the cells again tracked the changes in cell OCV.
At 700C, cells operating on H 2 operated for up to 1200 hours. The maximum operation on dry CH 4 was 455 hours -a considerable improvement over the best ~70 hours life obtained at 800C.
Effects of Sulfur Compound Addition
Only cell 03-10 operated on a sulfur-containing full spectrum natural gas at 700 o C. Similar to some of the 800 o C results, the maximum power density on dry odorized natural gas was similar to the power density obtained when the cell was operating on dry CH 4 . However, the addition of sulfur odorant did not prevent an OCV decline in this cell. OCV's as high as 0.937V were obtained on dry CH 4 before a gradual decline set in during the latter half of the test. On switching to odorized natural gas, the rate of the OCV and performance decline increased. The higher hydrocarbon content in natural gas could have contributed to this behavior.
Thick-Electrolyte Cells at 800 o C
Tables XIV -XVI summarize the tests performed at 800C on cells with thicker, ~83 µm, electrolytes and thinner, <200 µm anodes. The tables are similar to those presented for "standard" cells. This data was expected to address some of the reliability issues with the standard, thinner-electrolyte cells.
Electrochemical Performance and Carbon Formation
Cell 03-05 and 03-07 were among the best performing cells. The cells operated for 305 and 239 hours and produced maximum power densities of 52.3 and 99.1 mW/cm 2 , respectively; on dry CH 4 at 800C with no sulfur compound addition. Carbon deposition was relatively minimal in cell 03-05, but very heavy in cell 03-07. Since both the electrolyte thickness was increased and the anode thickness was decreased, further results will be needed to determine whether improved electrolyte integrity or anode structure are the principal factors responsible for the improvement. n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 909 to 835 n/a no 03-12 N 2 /3% H 2 O n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 657 to 25 n/a no
Max Polarization Power Density
The power density for cell 03-05 was rather stable, whereas the power density for cell 03-07 reached a maximum and then declined. This increase is attributed to improved electrode conductivity caused by the initial production of carbon as discussed in the literature (reference). The differences between the cell performances have different possible interpretations as cited for the standard cell data, but overall, thick-electrolyte cells appear to perform better than the standard thin-electrolyte cells.
However, Cell 03-12, which was an attempt to reproduce cell 03-05 and 03-07 results, did not perform well on dry methane. In this case, the OCV dropped quickly. We believe that a poor seal or another problem with the test may have compromised performance. Attempts to restore performance by returning to operation on hydrogen were not successful. After the test, the anode was bright orange and had little or no carbon. H 2 may have cleaned the electrode, but still left the cell in a compromised condition. XRD indicated that the orange color of the anode is metallic copper and not an unusual copper alloy. The anode also contained cerium oxide, YSZ and no other materials.
Thick-Electrolyte Cells at 700 o C
Tables XVII -XIX summarize the tests performed at 700C on cells with thicker, ~83 µm, electrolytes and thinner, <200 µm anodes. The tables are similar to those presented previously.
Electrochemical Performance, Carbon Formation, Sulfur Compound Effects
Test results were consistent with lower power density, less carbon formation, and longer cell life on dry CH4 at lower temperatures.
Cell 03-11 was concluded after 351 hours on dry CH 4 and 34 hours on odorized natural gas (93% CH 4 ). This was the longest duration obtained with methane fuel. Stable OCV's on the order of 0.9V were obtained on dry CH 4 , but the OCV started to decline after switching to odorized natural gas. Changing the anode flow by adding 20 cc/hr of water to hydrogen fuel restored the OCV on H 2 to the 1.029V value observed at the beginning of the test. However, switching back to operation on dry methane produced an unstable and low OCV.
U-Penn style cell 03-28 -tested in a set-up adapted to very small area -had repeated problems with the breaking of the Ag wire contact. The cell only operated on methane for 24 hours. The anode itself was gray with a slightly darker strip near the electrolyte. Carbon deposition otherwise was minimal. Copper segregation was moderate, with the Au paste containing Cu -as indicated by the copper color of the Au paste on the anode surface.
Interaction with the University of Pennsylvania
Interactions with U-Penn enabled some narrowing of the possible causes of excess carbon deposition in the GTI experiments. However, the project scope did not allow elimination of this problem or reaching final conclusions on this question.
The observation by U-Penn that a "standard" GTI cell cut to U-Penn dimensions and tested at U-Penn did not produce excess carbon suggested that GTI could produce a cell that was not itself a source of carbon. This result left the possibilities that GTI's larger area cells (2.85 cm 2 ) are different than a small, 0.33-cm 2 -cell. For example, the larger-area GTI cells could have had more electrolyte pinholes or cracked more easily whereas the smaller cell tested at U-Penn might been subject to this. n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 900 to 894 n/a no
03-11
Dry odorized NG (93% CH 4 ) n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 893 to 861 n/a no Mechanisms involving the oxidation of CO to CO 2 , CH 4 to CO, carbon to CO, and carbon to CO 2 were also evaluated. The first mechanism was excluded because a fast shift reaction under these conditions is expected to preferentially convert CO to H 2 . The OCVs predicted for the other mechanisms did not match the measured values.
The analysis identified at least three ways further experimental evidence could distinguish between direct oxidation and internal reforming mechanisms:
For the same fuel composition, the predicted OCV for direct oxidation is almost independent of temperature, whereas the predicted OCV declines for the internal reforming mechanism.
OCV should vary directly with p CH4 , according to the OCV-defining equation below for direct oxidation. The OCV for internal reforming should only depend on H 2 oxidation.
( ) The stoichiometric proportionality of CH 4 conversion to current as reported in literature (S.Park et al., Figure 5 ) provides a better rationale for direct CH 4 oxidation, since internal reforming is less likely to yield stoichiometric proportionality. However, H 2 oxidation under load is also likely to accelerate CH 4 reformation so that the same relationship might still apply with internal reforming.
Another related mechanism could be occurring that also produces an OCV consistent with a H 2 /O 2 redox couple. In this mechanism, partial oxidation, CH 4 + ½ O 2 → 2H 2 + CO, by air infiltration through perimeter seals and pinholes in the electrolyte is responsible for producing a stable OCV in dry CH 4 . The product CO and H 2 would then undergo WGS and H 2 oxidation similar to the reforming mechanism.
The tentative conclusion is that the OCV observed in the GTI cells is likely the result of reaction of dry CH4 with air or water vapor infiltrating the seals and electrolyte.
Reduction of Ceria in the Anode
Another potential direct utilization mechanism is partial oxidation of the CH 4 via reaction with ceria producing carbon deposits and a mixed redox potential. CH 4 would reduce ceria from a +4 oxidation state to a +3 oxidation state, yielding:
The OCV is a mixed potential that includes the H 2 /O 2 and the Ce(IV)/Ce(III) /O 2 redox couples. This mechanism could take place in preference to, or in parallel with, the reforming and partial oxidation mechanisms and is also expected to produce an OCV that is strongly influenced by the H 2 /O 2 redox potential. Visual inspection of the alumina boat for the fourth sample showed gray/black graphite-like deposits on the interior where the ceria sample had been laying but not on those parts of the boat interior and exterior not covered by the ceria. Figure 10 is a photograph of the boat. The deposit had a resistance of <1 Ω indicating its graphitic nature. Graphite deposited in the ceria and on the alumina covered by the ceria but not on the uncovered portion of the boat or on the outside of the boat or on the quartz tubing (not shown). The ceria used in the 8 hour and 48 hour tests was fresh material from the manufacturer. The asreceived material was white in color. The material used for the 100-hour test had been calcined at 700°C in air to burn off the carbon from the previous test. The recycled material was yellow indicating that it was slightly deficient in oxygen (see first series of tests). Therefore, having been calcined, the 100-hour sample had less oxygen available to react with the CH 4 than did the as-received samples and produced less carbon.
Out-of-cell Experiments
Discussion
In the first experiments, ceria appears to have cracked the CH 4 and deposited graphitic carbon. However, rather than gaining weight, the sample lost weight. This suggests that CH 4 is reducing the cerium (IV) oxide to a sub-stoichiometric oxide and the weight of oxygen lost exceeds the weight of the graphite being deposited. The following is a possible reaction. In the second set of experiments, a limited amount of carbon was deposited at 700° and 750°C, even at extended times at temperature. Carbon deposition appears to cease after about 2% weight loss by ceria, corresponding to α = 0.1 in CeO 2-α .
Carbon deposition appears to stop in the Cu/ceria anode because only a limited amount of oxygen in ceria is available to react with CH 4 . If carbon were deposited by a gas phase or catalyzed cracking reaction, carbon deposition should continue at the longer test times.
The first step in the electrochemical oxidation of dry CH 4 on copper/ceria electrodes may be the reaction between CH 4 and ceria to deposit carbon, produce water vapor, and make substoichiometric ceria. This is a chemical reaction that also occurs on open circuit and is responsible for the improvement on electrical conductivity observed in dry CH 4 experiments.
The next step is the electrochemical oxidation of the sub-stoichiometric species back to Ce (IV).
Were these the only two reactions occurring at the anode, carbon would build up and foul the electrode blocking further access to the active surface area. For the anode to continue operating for a sustained period of time, carbon must be consumed as fast as it is produced.
Carbon is susceptible to direct electrochemical oxidation and those carbon deposits that form on the electroactive ceria surface may be consumed by electrochemical reaction.
C + 2O 2− → CO 2 + 4 e − The steam-carbon reaction also can remove carbon deposits at 800°C.
C + H 2 O → H 2 + CO
The steady state composition of the gases within the pore structure of the copper/ceria anode under high electrical loads may be well removed from the range of compositions that deposit carbon at these temperatures, as was surmised by Barnett for the nickel/YSZ anode under high loads. The difference, however, is that under low loads and on open circuit, carbon is deposited by a chemical reaction with ceria, rather than by a catalyzed hydrocarbon cracking reaction and once the ceria is depleted of oxygen, the reaction stops.
At 800C carbon continues to form so that a weight gain results at sufficiently long times. At these temperatures, ceria also appears to catalyze CH 4 cracking.
In the third series of tests, extending the heating time did not increase carbon deposition, again indicating that the reaction between ceria and CH 4 responsible for carbon deposition is limited, most likely by the availability of oxygen from the ceria lattice.
Comparison Between Report Results and the Literature
The results in this project differ in many respects from those reported in the literature. Since the literature results are well supported, GTI believes that explanations will eventually be found for these variations.
As discussed in the report many test configuration, operating condition, and cell design factorscould explain the different results. Test configuration differences involved: the cell support arrangement, the seal materials and arrangement, and the current collection design. Operating condition differences involved: selection and control of cell voltage, implementation and frequency of OCV measurements, and possible differences in fuel utilization and cell temperature. Cell design differences involved factors such as anode thickness, anode porosity and pore structure, distribution of Cu and ceria within the pore structure, cell area, impregnation, possible edge effects, and electrolyte thickness. 
Little carbon forms and does not disrupt cell performance.
More carbon forms that sometimes improves performance initially by enhancing conductivity, but then causes a sharp decline.
Effect of current density on carbon formation
OCV conditions may accelerate carbon deposition.
High current density may accelerate carbon formation.
Nature of the carbon deposit
Tar-like, conjugated polyolefins that are electrically conductive Graphitic carbon -also electrically conductive.
Location of the carbon Loose film between the electrode and the fuel gas.
Often throughout electrode, at the electrolyte/anode interface, and in seal area OCV at 700 and 800C. 0.93 at 800C. 792-1033V at 800C. 757 -976 at 700C.
OCV variation with time.
OCV typically not monitored with time.
OCV often declines after switching from H 2 to dry CH 4 in a manner that seems to correlate with carbon deposition.
Sequential impregnation of Ce salts and then Cu salts
Improves performance modestly, but significantly.
No improvement observed.
Impregnations to reach electrode fill values
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CONCLUSIONS
This project provided a basis for improving the direct utilization of as-received methane fuels in SOFC cells with Cu/ceria/YSZ anodes. Conclusions that can be drawn from this preliminary evaluation include:
Carbon fouling plagued some tests, although not in a consistent manner. Carbon fouling is defined here as the buildup of carbon so as to disrupt the physical structure of the cell. Some cells operated for several hundred hours on dry methane fuel at 800°C without fouling. Others died in less than twenty-four hours.
This project identified a number of unanticipated problems unique to dry methane cells. Further work is needed on cell fabrication to improve anode microstructure and electrolyte integrity and make stronger cells. Work is needed also to design hardware to prevent air infiltration. The project only evaluated the most restrictive case of using essentially dry fuels. Further work is needed on low-level humidification of the methane fuel to extend cell life.
